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The superior colliculus encodes gaze
commands in retinal coordinates
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The superior colliculus (SC) has a topographic map of visual space, but the spatial nature of its
output command for orienting gaze shifts remains unclear. Here we show that the SC codes neither
desired gaze displacement nor gaze direction in space (as debated previously), but rather, desired
gaze direction in retinal coordinates. Electrical micro-stimulation of the SC in two head-free (nonimmobilized) monkeys evoked natural-looking, eye-head gaze shifts, with anterior sites producing
small, fixed-vector movements and posterior sites producing larger, strongly converging
movements. However, when correctly calculated in retinal coordinates, all of these trajectories
became ‘fixed-vector.’ Moreover, our data show that this eye-centered SC command is then further
transformed, as a function of eye and head position, by downstream mechanisms into the head- and
body-centered commands for coordinated eye–head gaze shifts.

Compared to our understanding of early sensory and late motor
codes, the spatial codes used in intermediate sensory–motor
transformations remain obscure. Consider the superior colliculus (SC), perhaps the most studied sensorimotor structure in the
brain. The SC possesses a multi-layered, topographic map of visual space1,2 and is a major site for both sensory integration3 and
target selection4 for the gaze control system (where gaze is the
end product of rotations of both the eyes and head). However,
the spatial nature of its motor command remains unclear.
Most investigators believe that the SC map codes fixed-vector gaze displacements, independent of initial eye position5–10.
(We refer to this as the ‘gaze-displacement’ model.) Nevertheless, there is evidence that stimulation of some posterior SC sites
produces position-dependent movements toward a fixed direction in space11–15. (We call this the ‘gaze-position’ model.) This
has been interpreted either as a position-dependent artifact of
stimulation16,17 or as evidence for an antero-posterior transition
from displacement coding to position coding12,13. Either way,
this remains a persistent glitch in the popular view that the SC
simply encodes fixed-vector gaze displacements.
However, there is a third interpretation that could possibly
reconcile the existing data. Several theoretical studies have suggested that the geometry of retinal stimulation and that of gaze
displacement, previously assumed to be identical, are indeed significantly different18,19 (Fig. 1).
When the eye is rotated up or down, purely horizontal points
of stimulation on the retina correspond (surprisingly) to targets
in space that must be acquired by non-horizontal gaze shifts
(Fig. 1). This geometry, a consequence of projecting light onto
the interior surface of a rotating sphere, has an important implication for gaze control: any one given retinal representation must
be mapped onto many different displacements of gaze, depending on the eye’s initial orientation in space. Our previous behavioral studies have shown that the brain correctly accounts for this
position-dependent geometry19–21, but the underlying neurophysiological mechanism could not be determined.
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So how does the SC encode gaze commands? Does it code fixed
gaze displacements, desired gaze positions or something else
entirely? To answer these questions, we compared theoretical simulations with the trajectories of gaze shifts evoked by electrically
micro-stimulating the SC in the head-free monkey. In contrast to
single-neuron recording, which provides data related to the neural inputs to individual SC cells, electrical micro-stimulation can
potentially reveal the motor output of local cell populations in
the SC. Stimulation should activate a focal region of the SC map—
preferentially recruiting large-axon output neurons—and thus
simulate a fixed SC output command. Stimuli were delivered during untrained, head-free gaze fixations (in both dark and dim
light) to obtain the necessary range of initial eye and head positions and to promote a background state that was as natural as
possible . Several previous studies5,15,22 have examined SC stimulus-evoked, head-free gaze shifts, but this is the first to record
three-dimensional orientations of both the eye and head.

RESULTS
Simulations
To illustrate the differences between three possible models of
visual–motor representation, we simulated gaze shifts that would
be evoked by activating three fixed points on the SC map
(Fig. 2). The type of gaze shifts evoked and their dependence on
initial gaze position was determined by the nature of the signal
that the SC sent to the saccade generator18 (see Methods). In the
case of the gaze-displacement model (Fig. 2a–c), three fixedmovement vectors (30°, 60° or 90° left) were input to the saccade
generator. Thus, the resultant gaze trajectories followed parallel
displacement paths, independent of initial gaze position or the
size of the movement. In contrast, with the gaze-position model
(Fig. 2d–f), three desired gaze-in-space positions (30°, 60° or 90°
left) were input to the saccade generator. Thus, for a given SC
site, the gaze paths converged toward a single point in space.
Much of the research in this field has focused on the distinction
between these two models5–15.
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Finally, we simulated the expected results of activating sites
that code fixed movement vectors in retinal coordinates, that is,
a retinal model (Fig. 2g–i). In simulating this model, fixed retinal
errors were output from the SC and the required position dependencies were incorporated downstream18,19. One can expect that
a fixed retinal error should result in a surprisingly complex, position-dependent pattern of motion (Fig. 1). As predicted, the retinal model produced small, fixed-vector-like gaze shifts that
converged minimally for small retinal errors (Fig. 2g), and produced larger, more convergent movements for increasingly larger retinal errors (Fig. 2h and i). Again, these converging
movements are not mistakes, but rather, represent the correct
trajectories required to satisfy fixed retinal inputs18,19.
Stimulus-evoked gaze shifts
To test these models, we analyzed gaze shifts evoked by micro-stimulating 77 SC sites (of which 55 met our criteria for quantitative
analysis; see Methods) in two head-free monkeys. As expected
(Fig. 3), SC stimulation evoked primarily contralateral gaze shifts,
in this case, to the left. Also, as found in previous studies7–15, stimulations evoked small gaze shifts for anterior SC sites (Fig. 3a) and
progressively larger movements as the stimulations were delivered
more posteriorly (Fig. 3b and c). Most of these gaze shifts—even
the smaller ones—were associated with a combination of both eye
(Fig. 3d–f) and head (Fig. 3g–i) movements. Thus, our study was
consistent with others that suggest that the SC encodes

Fig. 2. Simulated gaze shifts produced by three models of gaze coding in
the SC. Gaze is represented as the tip of a unit vector parallel to the
visual axis and projected from behind onto the frontal plane. Fixed-axis
rotations produce slightly curved trajectories in these projections.
(a–c) The gaze-displacement model. Gaze trajectories (Ο) were set
to follow fixed gaze displacements. Initial gaze positions are either
15°, 30° or 45° right and either 0°, ±30° and ±60° vertical. (d–f) The
gaze-position model. Desired gaze-in-space was input to the gaze generator. (g–i) The retinal model. Gaze paths move according to fixed retinal errors. Initial gaze positions for both the spatial and retinal models
are 15° right and either 0°, ±30° and ±60° vertical.
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Fig. 1. Position-dependent geometry of retinal projection and gaze displacement. A semi-transparent ‘eye’ is viewed from a behind-right perspective, and the eye is backlit so that the shadows project onto a frontal
screen. This projection system is not arbitrary; it mirrors the geometry of
the raw two-dimensional eye-coil signals used to measure gaze in physiological studies. (a) View of eye looking straight ahead, with the fovea (open
disk) oriented at the back of the eye. We define the horizontal meridian of
the retina as the dashed equatorial line at this position. Two sites of retinal
stimulation (black and gray circles) are represented as ‘retinal error’ vectors emanating rightward from the fovea; one 40° right (black line) and one
80° right (gray line). These correspond to 40° and 80° rightward visual targets (dispensing with the optical inversion), as shown by the shadows projected on the screen (black circles). This is the trivial situation in which a
point of horizontal stimulation on the retina calls for a purely horizontal
eye movement to acquire the target. (b) Five different static eye orientations (1–5), accounting for the possibility of the eye rotating up or down
about its horizontal axis by 45° or 90°. The stimulus vectors remain fixed
anatomically on the same horizontal retinal meridian (so that from our
space-fixed perspective, they now seem rotated to non-horizontal lines).
Horizontal displacements (in retinal coordinates) now correspond to nonhorizontal displacement vectors in visual space (screen, right): the vectors
become more and more oblique as a function of the length of retinal vector and the amount of eye rotation. For example, at position 3, the 80°
rightward retinal target would call for an eye movement qualitatively like
the one indicated by the dashed arrow on the screen.

gaze12,13,22–25, with individual eye and head contributions coordinated downstream. However, which of the three models described
above (Fig. 2) best represents the coding of the SC?
To address this question, we first looked at the overall pattern
of evoked gaze shifts. The smaller stimulus-evoked gaze shifts
(Fig. 3a) seemed to be roughly fixed in both length and direction. In contrast, as the stimulations were applied more posteriorly (Fig. 3b and c), a more convergent pattern of movements
emerged. For the most posterior sites (Fig. 3c), it appeared that
these movements were converging toward a specific direction in
space coordinates. Thus, small gaze shifts appeared to conform
to the gaze-displacement model, whereas larger ones were more
consistent with the gaze-position model. However, interpreted
in light of our simulations (Fig. 2), the overall pattern of move-
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ment seemed to most closely follow the predictions of the retinal model (Fig. 2g–i).
To test this directly, we used initial three-dimensional eye orientations to convert our gaze trajectories into retinal coordinates
(that is, a coordinate system based on the three-dimensional orientation of the eye at the beginning of the stimulus-evoked gaze
shift). This involved rotating instantaneous gaze positions (at each
point along the entire gaze trajectory) by the inverse of the initial
eye orientation in space (see Methods). Figuratively speaking, this
process takes the resultant gaze trajectories in space (screen view in
Fig. 1) and projects them back onto the retina (eye view in Fig. 1) in
order to determine the pattern of retinal stimulation that caused
these movements. If the retinal model is correct, then all of our data
should become fixed-vector in this new coordinate system.
The mathematically correct transformation does not merely
shift the gaze trajectories so that their tails align with the center,
but instead results in a qualitatively different pattern of movements (Fig. 4). Despite the large variety of gaze trajectories in
space coordinates, some fixed-vector (Fig. 4a) and others converging (Fig. 4b and c), the movements evoked from a given SC
site essentially superimpose in retinal coordinates (Fig. 4d–i). In
other words, all three of these SC sites produced fixed gaze shifts
in retinal coordinates, typical of all our data.
To quantify these observations across a wider data set, we calculated a ‘convergence index’ for each stimulation site (see Meth-

Fig. 4. Gaze in retinal coordinates. (a–c) Gaze trajectories in space coordinates (view from behind, as in Fig. 3). (d–f) Gaze in retinal coordinates,
view from behind. At the origin, one is looking down the initial gaze line
from behind the fovea. Each movement begins at the origin and proceeds
in a direction and distance proportional to the gaze shift. Subtle variations
in gaze displacement direction in retinal coordinates may be accounted for
as minor changes in the underlying neural state superimposed on the stimulus-evoked activity. (g–i) Gaze in retinal coordinates, view from above.
Each point along the gaze trajectory represents the tip of a vector projecting from the origin. The eye’s initial pointing direction is aligned with
the positive y-axis (arrow) and each leftward movement proceeds in a
counterclockwise direction. Differences in the amplitude of some trajectories is due to an inverse relationship with initial eye and head positions.
nature neuroscience • volume 4 no 6 • june 2001

Fig. 3. Trajectories evoked by stimulating three SC sites. Gaze (a–c),
eye (d–f) and head (g–i) plots are shown for a relatively anterior site
(∼30° gaze shifts; top row), an intermediate site (∼60o gaze shifts; middle row) and an extremely posterior site (∼90o gaze shifts; bottom
row). Data is plotted in space coordinates and the final endpoints of
each movement are shown (black circles). Eye trajectories were plotted
up until the end of the gaze shift portion of the movement, whereas
head trajectories were plotted until the head movement stopped.

ods). In brief, we computed the characteristic direction of gaze
displacement across the center position (for example, Fig. 4c,
dashed line) and then plotted gaze displacement as a function of
initial gaze direction along the orthogonal axis. The latter step
was necessary because the characteristic gaze displacement was
not generally purely horizontal, but also had various site-specific vertical components. The slope of the resultant line (orthogonal displacement as a function of orthogonal initial position) was
then used as our convergence index.
The important test was to plot the convergence indices for all
the sites as a function of each site’s characteristic gaze magnitude
(Fig. 5). Here, each model predicts a different curve. The data in
the 0°–30° range along the abscissa (examined in most of the previous primate electrophysiological studies5–10) agreed fairly well
with the gaze-displacement model. In contrast, the data at the
top end of the range (similar to movements evoked in some headfree studies11–15) agreed better with the gaze-position model.
However, when the full range of data was considered, it became
clear that the overall pattern was best described by the predictions of the retinal model.
Eye-head coordination
The main result of our study—that the SC motor code uses a
simple retinal geometry—has implications for downstream
motor transformations. How, then, are retinally fixed SC codes
(for example, Fig. 4f) mapped onto the very different positiondependent gaze trajectories observed in space coordinates (for
example, Fig. 4c), particularly for more posterior SC sites? Our
SC data cannot reveal the neural mechanisms for these reference
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Fig. 5. A convergence index determines the most suitable model of SC
coding. Gaze convergence indices from two monkeys (first monkey,
white circles; second monkey, black circles) are plotted against the characteristic gaze amplitude for each stimulation site. The gaze-displacement model predicts a fixed convergence index of 0 (slope along the
abscissa), whereas the gaze-position model predicts a fixed convergence
index of –1 (dashed line). The retinal model requires that convergence
indices be small for small gaze amplitudes, but then increase non-linearly
for larger gaze amplitudes (solid line). The data favor the retinal model
and indeed followed its predictions very closely. The only discernable
difference from the retinal model curve was that the line of actual data
tended to be slightly more linear (perhaps because the brain is using a
linear approximation within this transformation).

frame transformations, but they can help show how SC gaze commands are partitioned into coordinated movements of the eyes
and head (Fig. 6).
In contrast to gaze (Fig. 5), the convergence index for the eye-inhead (Fig. 6a) initially rose steeply as a function of gaze amplitude,
but then reached a plateau (near 100%) at ∼70° gaze displacement.
There was close agreement between the curves of best fit for the
two monkeys (Fig. 6a). A temporal analysis of the off-axis components of these highly convergent eye-in-head movements revealed
time constants that were in the normal saccade range16 (for example, mean ± s.e.m., 24.66 ± 1.12 ms, at the site with the largest convergence index). After comparing these data to previous
investigations, it is apparent why gaze seems to converge more
strongly when the SC is stimulated with the head fixed11–14 (that
is, where the gaze shift is identical to the evoked eye saccade).
In our data, the head also made a significant contribution
toward the gaze shifts. In comparison with the eye plot, the head
convergence index (Fig. 6b) began to rise later (that is, for gaze
shifts greater than or equal to 10°) and grew more gradually. However, the head’s convergence index continued to increase where
the convergence index of the eye leveled off. Thus, for smaller gaze
shifts, the eye provided the greatest contribution to the overall
gaze convergence index, but for larger gaze shifts, the head made
a progressively larger contribution, much like the relative contributions of the eye and head for gaze shifts in a single dimension26.

upstream from position-dependent saccade commands29,30.
This study also illustrates the importance of accounting for
the three-dimensional geometry of gaze control (Fig. 1) when
interpreting gaze signals. Consider how one might have interpreted the same data without the retinal model (that is, with only
the gaze-displacement and gaze-position models for guidance).
From such a perspective, Fig. 5 might be taken to suggest a gradual transition from gaze-displacement coding to gaze-position
coding as one moves posteriorly through the SC. However, this is
not an attractive option, because it would require two different
gaze control systems downstream from the SC.
Perhaps a more attractive interpretation (if one had to choose
between the two classical models) would be to choose the gazedisplacement model and then propose the following: first, that
the position-dependent convergence factor is produced by some

a

DISCUSSION
This study suggests two important and inseparable conclusions.
First, that the SC codes gaze commands as displacements in a retinal frame, and second, that downstream structures must then perform the reference frame transformation required to map this code
onto accurate gaze displacement commands. In retrospect, this
retinal interpretation is consistent with the predominance of retinal inputs to the SC27,28, the retinotopic topography of this structure1,2,27,28 and previous suggestions that the SC uses a visual code

b

Fig. 6. Separate convergence indices for stimulus-evoked eye and head
movements. (a) Convergence index for the eye-in-head at the end of
the gaze shift/saccade. (b) Convergence index for the head at end of
head movement associated with gaze shift. All are plotted as function of
characteristic gaze amplitude calculated from gaze data. Best-fit lines
are shown for each of the two monkeys (white circles, black circles).
Indices calculated for the eye-at-end-of-head-movement and head-atend-of-eye-movement were slightly different but followed the same pattern reported here.
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mechanism downstream, second, that there is usually a physiological mechanism that corrects for this factor, and third, that
stimulating the SC fails to evoke this mechanism16,17. There is
indeed evidence that SC stimulation fails to evoke a mechanism
for adaptation and position compensation of saccade amplitude30. This could account for the position dependence of gaze
amplitudes in saccades evoked by SC stimulation11–15. It is also
likely that some of our largest gaze shifts were truncated (Fig. 4i)
because the head was near its mechanical limit and the body was
restrained. However, there is no such evidence for a mechanical
effect of the kind required to explain the consistent directional
effects shown in this study. Indeed, as reviewed elsewhere18, it is
highly unlikely that the eye (or head) has the mechanical position dependencies required to explain these large, actively generated, off-axis saccade components.
With the retinal model in hand, there is no need to contrive
such arguments. The retinal model fits the entire data range and
explains its specific and necessary role in the visual–motor transformation. As our previous theoretical analysis shows, if there is
a position-dependent convergence factor downstream from the
colliculus—whether neural or mechanical—it is not a mistake
to be undone, but rather a vital component of the reference frame
transformation for gaze shifts18,31.
This brings us back to the second major conclusion of this
study, that the position-dependent transformation must be located downstream from the SC and involves the coordinated contributions of both the eye and head. This transformation is
inherently non-linear because it requires that oculocentric visual
signals be mapped, not only onto ‘same-direction’ gaze vectors in
a motor frame, but also onto orthogonal movement components
as a function of the orthogonal gaze position component.
How then, would this be done? Again, it is unlikely that
mechanical factors alone can account for this transformation18.
A more likely neural mechanism was identified in our previous
model simulation, in which a three-layer network learned to map
retinal visual commands onto the correct motor vectors for saccades31. Our analysis revealed that the network accomplished this
by using a ‘cascade’ of vectorial movement commands, simply
modulating these by orthogonal eye position signals so that they
ended up pointing in the right direction. This theoretical result
awaits experimental confirmation, but seems to be an economical solution to the kind of transformation that the brainstem
would need to perform on its SC inputs.
The reference frame transformation discussed here pertains to
visual–motor execution and should not be confused with eye-tohead reference frame transformations that have been proposed to
update internal maps of spatial target locations32,33. Indeed, such
maps are not found downstream from the SC and (on the whole)
are quite rare elsewhere in the brain. An alternative mechanism
for spatial updating that is consistent with the current results would
be to update within retinocentric maps to compensate for eye
movements, thus keeping them in register with actual visual space.
Signals consistent with such a mechanism have been observed in
several visual–motor areas34,35, including the SC36. However, of
the various spatial representations held in these maps, only those
selected for action would have to be put through the downstream
reference frame transformations discussed in this paper37–39.
The current study adds to a growing body of evidence that
the on-line representation of visual–motor space takes the form
of a ‘virtual map’34–36. Although subjective intuition may tell us
that we possess an on-line map of absolute visual space, the current experiment shows that, at least in the orienting system, the
geometry of the retina persists right down to the level of motor
nature neuroscience • volume 4 no 6 • june 2001

coding in the brainstem SC. Coupled with the ‘vectorial cascade’
model discussed above31, these factors obviate the need for higher-level, multi-representational maps for on-line visual-motor
control. Such a scheme provides for a highly economical mapping of space, while allowing for seamlessly accurate interaction
with the external world.

METHODS
Two monkeys (Macaca fascicularis) were surgically prepared for threedimensional eye and head movement recordings as described
previously40. These protocols were in accordance with Canadian Council on Animal Care guidelines and were pre-approved by the York University Animal Care Committee. Each monkey wore a primate jacket and
sat in a modified Crist Instruments primate chair such that its head and
neck were free to move as desired. The upper body (to the shoulders)
was prevented from rotating in the yaw direction (that is, movement
around an earth-vertical axis) by the use of plastic molding and restraints
that attached the primate jacket to the chair.
After recording from midbrain burst-tonic neurons (in the interstitial nucleus of Cajal) to set an anatomic reference point, the SC was identified by recording neural activity from bilateral SC sites in the head-fixed
monkeys. If burst activity was heard along with corresponding, contralateral eye movements, then the site was deemed to be a potential SC
site. Potential SC sites were further confirmed by observing eye movements elicited after head-fixed stimulations (data not shown). Later, the
sites were marked and the brains removed for histological confirmation.
Monkeys could move their eyes and heads freely and naturally, and
were encouraged to use their entire motor ranges through the presentation of novel visual objects (in dim light) and novel sounds (in the dark).
Stimulations with pulse trains (50 µA, 500 Hz) of 200 ms22 were then
delivered to SC sites on both sides of the midline, in dim light and in the
dark. (Data from both conditions showed qualitatively similar results;
however, this paper only shows data from the dim light condition because
the initial position range was larger.) The resultant eye and head movements were recorded at 500 Hz for further analysis40.
Simulations. Simulated saccade trajectories and theoretical convergence
indices were computed with the use of a previously published model18.
This model generates accurate, kinematically correct saccades using a
transition from a retinal gaze command, to a desired gaze-position command, to a desired gaze-displacement command (upstream from a realistic saccade generator and eye muscles). The three possible models, in
which the SC could encode gaze, were simulated by inputting a fixed
motor command at each one of these three levels (one at a time) and
then allowing the initial gaze position to vary. The initial gaze positions
used in the simulations were chosen to match the range of initial eye
positions seen in our data.
Computing gaze in retinal coordinates. Three-dimensional initial eye
positions were used to compute gaze directions in retinal coordinates
(Geye) by the following formula:

Geye = q–1 Gspace q
Here, q is the initial eye-in-space quaternion at the beginning of each
movement (that is, when the stimulus was delivered), q–1 is its inverse,
Gspace describes instantaneous two-dimensional gaze direction, and the
operation between the variables is quaternion multiplication18.
In retinal coordinates (Fig. 4d–i), Geye is represented by a unit vector
emanating from the fovea through the center of rotation of the eye. The
above formula was first applied to the initial Gspace, which represents
where the eye was looking when the stimulus was delivered. The formula was then applied to each instantaneous gaze vector along the entire
gaze trajectory to generate eye-centered trajectories (like in Fig. 4d–i).
Convergence index. The convergence index for each stimulation site was
computed in the following manner. First, a multiple linear regression
analysis was performed on the stimulus-induced displacement of gaze
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as a function of initial gaze position. In this way, a ‘characteristic gaze
vector’ was computed that describes the theoretical gaze trajectory that
would be elicited if the eyes and head were initially pointing straight
ahead. (This vector took into account between 30 and 60 stimulations
per site.) Second, all the stimulus-induced gaze trajectories were then
rotated into a new coordinate system where the characteristic gaze vector
acted as the new abscissa. Third, from this new coordinate system, we
plotted graphs of off-axis gaze magnitude versus off-axis initial gaze position (off-axis meaning the component orthogonal to the characteristic
gaze vector). Finally, lines of best fit were computed for these data, and
their slopes defined the amount of convergence at each site. Fifty-five of
77 sites tested qualified to be included in this paper on the basis of the
following two criteria: first, gaze shifts were consistently evoked during all
stimuli, and second, movements of both the eye and head were evoked. In
practice, these two factors were associated. Rejected sites tended to lie on
the fringes and more superficial sites of the SC.
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